
Abstract To improve our understanding of the

mechanism causing the 8.2 ka BP event, we inves-

tigated the response of ocean circulation in the

ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE (Version 3) model to various

freshwater fluxes into the Labrador Sea. Starting from

an early Holocene climate state we released freshwater

pulses varying in volume and duration based on pub-

lished estimates. In addition we tested the effect of a

baseline flow (0.172 Sv) in the Labrador Sea to account

for the background-melting of the Laurentide ice-sheet

on the early Holocene climate and on the response of

the overturning circulation. Our results imply that the

amount of freshwater released is the decisive factor in

the response of the ocean, while the release duration

only plays a minor role, at least when considering the

short release durations (1, 2 and 5 years) of the applied

freshwater pulses. Furthermore, the experiments with a

baseline flow produce a more realistic early Holocene

climate state without Labrador Sea Water formation.

Meltwater pulses introduced into this climate state

produce a prolonged weakening of the overturning

circulation compared to an early Holocene climate

without baseline flow, and therefore less freshwater is

needed to produce an event of similar duration.

1 Introduction

During the early Holocene from 11.5 to 7 cal ka BP

(hereafter ka BP), the remaining glacial ice-sheets

melted under the warm climate conditions. Due to

regional geography in North America, part of the

meltwater collected in huge proglacial lakes south of

the retreating Laurentide Ice-Sheet (LIS), the so-called

Laurentide lakes. The remnant LIS formed a massive

ice-dam, which prevented the lakes from draining into

the North Atlantic Ocean (e.g. Upham 1896; Veillette

1994; Clarke et al. 2004). Between 9 and 8 ka BP,

collapse of the ice-dam became unavoidable, thereby

releasing a huge amount of meltwater into the Hudson

Bay.

The timing of the collapse of the ice-dam and the

subsequent draining of the Laurentide lakes is esti-

mated at ~8.47 ka BP (Barber et al. 1999), and con-

sidering dating uncertainties, this coincides with the

start of the most pronounced cold period recorded in

the North Atlantic area, the so called 8.2 ka BP event

(e.g. Alley et al. 1997; Barber et al. 1999). Several

investigators linked the two events, suggesting that the

drainage of the Laurentide lakes caused the 8.2 ka BP

event (e.g. von Grafenstein et al. 1998; Klitgaard-

Kristensen et al. 1998; Barber et al. 1999). The pro-

posed mechanism is that the freshwater slowed down
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preventing dense water to sink in the North Atlantic

Ocean and thereby reducing the northward heat

transport to the North Atlantic region. Such a collapse

of the MOC is also observed during Heinrich events

(Keigwin and Lehman 1994; Elliot et al. 2002), and in

modelling studies in which the modern North Atlantic

is perturbed with freshwater (e.g. Stocker and Wright

1991; Manabe and Stouffer 1995, 1997; Vellinga and

Wood 2002).

In recent years, widely varying estimates of the in-

volved freshwater pulse have been published (Table 1),

ranging from 0.3 to 5.0 · 1014 m3. A comprehensive

study by Leverington et al. (2002) produced an estimate

of 1.63 · 1014 m3 based on bathymetric models. To

constrain the magnitude and duration of the flood,

Clarke et al. (2004) simulated flood hydrographs for

lake discharge for different drainage routes and from

different filling levels, and found that the draining of the

Laurentide lakes had a typical duration of less than a

year with peak discharge rates up to 9 Sv (1 Sv =

106 m3/s). The total water volume available for drain-

age for the different drainage routes ranged from

0.40 · 1014 to 1.51 · 1014 m3. Surprisingly, several

hydrographs revealed a multi-pulse structure and in

none of the experiments the lakes drained completely.

Even in the scenario with the largest drained volume,

less than half of the total available volume of the lake

drained. However, Clarke et al. (2004) only accounted

for subglacial outburst flooding. They could not rule out

physical failure of the LIS, collapse of the ice roof of

subglacial channels and a supraglacial flood mechanism

as additional freshwater sources (Clarke et al. 2005;

Sharpe 2005). Consequently, the released volume and

drainage duration may have been larger than suggested

by Clarke et al. (2004).

Complete or partial physical failure of the LIS

would have led to the release of an additional volume

of ice, in addition to the lake water. Based on maps of

Dyke and Prest (1989) and von Grafenstein et al.

(1998) even suggested that one third of the LIS may

have been released into the Labrador Sea as floating

ice and roughly estimates that 5 · 1014 m3 of meltwater

from the lakes and the ice-sheet was released. How-

ever, Törnqvist et al. (2004) showed recently that the

maximum sea-level rise following the lake drainage is

1.19 m, implying that the total volume of meltwater

and ice cannot have exceeded 4.3 · 1014 m3. Still, de-

spite this maximum constrain, the actual volume of

meltwater that was released remains highly uncertain

(Table 1), especially since the contribution of the LIS,

from which a substantial part disappeared between 7.8

and 7.2 14C ka BP (~8.6–8.0 ka BP, Dyke 2003), is still

unclear. On the floor of the Hudson Bay, however,

there is evidence for drifting icebergs during the dis-

charge: a large area with iceberg scours is present,

probably originating from grounded icebergs that

were mobilized by fast-flowing water (Josenhans and

Zevenhuizen 1990; Dyke 2003). In addition, peaks in

ice-rafted detritus (IRD) in several marine cores in the

Atlantic Ocean around 8.2 ka BP (e.g. Bond et al.

2001; Moros et al. 2004) suggest the drifting of ice-

bergs, but on the other hand these IRD peaks may also

reflect the 8.2 ka BP cooling.

When the Laurentide lakes drained in the early

Holocene, the Atlantic Ocean circulation was different

from the present. From micropaleontological data and

stable isotopes on both planktonic and benthic fora-

minifera, Hillaire-Marcel et al. (2001) concluded that

deep-water formation in the Labrador Sea was absent

during the last glacial cycle and only started at

7 ka BP. This means that Labrador Sea Water (LSW)

formation was probably absent at the time of the lake

discharge around 8.47 ka BP. In a modelling study

focused on Holocene North Atlantic deep-water for-

mation, Renssen et al. (2005a) performed an experi-

ment forced only by changes in orbital forcing and

atmospheric trace gas concentrations for the last

9,000 years. They found that the LSW formation was

weaker in the early Holocene than at present. How-

ever, in this study, a complete shutdown of LSW for-

mation in the early Holocene was not simulated under

the imposed forcings. This was probably related to a

relatively high surface salinity in the Labrador Sea in

the early Holocene, since the effect of the melting LIS

(i.e. the associated freshwater flux) was not included in

the experiments (Renssen et al. 2005a). The latter

conclusion is consistent with Cottet-Puinel et al.

(2004), who simulated an early Holocene shutdown of

Table 1 Estimates of the volume of freshwater that was released
during the collapse of the remnant Laurentide ice-sheet previous
to 8.2 ka BP

Authors Freshwater
volume
(1014 m3)

von Grafenstein et al. (1998) 5
de Vernal (1997) 1.2
Leverington et al. (2002) 1.63
Barber et al. (1999) ~2
Törnqvist et al. (2004) < 4.3
Veillette (1994) ~2.28
Clarke et al. (2004) 0.279–0.708

Modelling papers
Bauer et al. (2004) 1.6
Renssen et al. (2001) 4.67
This paper 1.63

3.26
4.89
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LSW formation in a transient model run including the

freshwater runoff of the LIS.

Recently, several attempts have been made to sim-

ulate the 8.2 ka BP event. Renssen et al. (2001, 2002)

introduced pulses of freshwater into the Labrador Sea

under early Holocene boundary conditions, using

Version 2 of the ECBilt-CLIO climate model. A sce-

nario with a fresh water pulse of 4.67 · 1014 m3 during

20 years resulted in a cold period comparable to the

8.2 ka BP event as reconstructed from proxy-evidence

(Wiersma and Renssen 2006). Later, Bauer et al.

(2004) simulated the event with the CLIMBER-2

model, by introducing a 2-year pulse of 1.6 · 1014 m3

fresh-water into the North Atlantic Ocean between 50

and 70�N, also in an early Holocene climate. The

experiment produced a short-term cooling of 20-year

duration. Additionally, Bauer et al. (2004) experi-

mented with a freshwater flux representing the back-

ground melting LIS (the so-called baseline flow). This

baseline flow weakened the MOC, which promoted

collapse of the NADW formation after introducing the

same freshwater pulse of 1.6 · 1014 m3, in some sce-

narios resulting in a cooling lasting two centuries.

Altogether, the specific conditions that probably led

to the 8.2 ka BP event remain uncertain. The latest

estimates suggest that the released meltwater volume

during the collapse of the LIS was between

0.279 · 1014 (Clarke et al. 2004) and 4.3 · 1014 m3

(Törnqvist et al. 2004) and that the release duration

was short, and estimates range from between 1 and

10 years (Licciardi et al. 1999) to even less than a year

(Barber et al. 1999; Clarke et al. 2004).

Knowing these specific conditions for the 8.2 ka BP

event provides crucial information on the sensitivity of

the MOC to perturbations (e.g. Schlessinger 2005). In

this study, we investigate the influence of varying

magnitude and duration of the freshwater pulse on the

response of the MOC in Version 3 of the ECBilt-

CLIO-VECODE model while previous modelling

studies experimented with a constant volume (Bauer

et al. 2004), and unrealistic release durations (i.e.

10 years or more, Renssen et al. 2001, 2002). In con-

trast to the previous study of Bauer et al. (2004), our

model allows us to investigate the spatial response of

the ocean to this forcing. Furthermore, we investigate

the influence of a baseline flow due to the LIS melting

on the early Holocene climate as in Bauer et al. (2004),

and its influence on the MOC’s response to the varying

freshwater perturbations. This provides information on

the sensitivity of the MOC to these factors (i.e. fresh-

water volume, discharge rate, baseline flow or initial

conditions) as well as their share in the evolution of the

8.2 ka BP event.

2 The ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE model

We have performed our experiment with Version 3 of

the ECBilt-CLIO-VECODE model, a global, three-

dimensional climate model of intermediate complexity.

The model consists of an oceanic, sea-ice, atmospheric

and vegetation component. The atmospheric compo-

nent is Version 2 of ECBilt, a spectral quasi-geo-

strophic model with three levels and T21-resolution

developed at the Koninklijk Nederlands Meteorologi-

sch Instituut (KNMI) (Opsteegh et al. 1998). ECBilt

includes a representation of the hydrological cycle and

simple parameterizations of the diabatic heating pro-

cesses. Cloudiness is prescribed according to present-

day climatology (Rossow et al. 1996) and a dynamically

passive stratospheric layer is included. As an extension

to the quasi-geostrophic equations, an estimate of the

neglected terms in the vorticity and thermodynamic

equations is incorporated as a temporally and spatially

varying forcing (Opsteegh et al. 1998). This forcing is

computed from the diagnostically derived vertical

motion field, leading to a considerable improvement of

the simulation of the Hadley circulation and resulting

in a drastic improvement of the strength and position

of the jet stream and transient eddy activity. The

hydrological cycle is closed over land by using a bucket

for soil moisture. Each bucket is connected to a nearby

oceanic gridcell to define river runoff. Accumulation

of snow occurs in case of precipitation in areas with

below 0�C surface temperature. Greenhouse gases are

incorporated directly into the model, and not as

equivalent CO2.

The sea-ice—ocean component is CLIO (Goosse

and Fichefet 1999), a primitive-equation free-surface

ocean general circulation model (OGCM) (Dele-

ersnijder and Campin 1995; Campin and Goosse 1999)

coupled to a comprehensive sea-ice model with a rep-

resentation of both thermodynamic and dynamic pro-

cesses (Fichefet and Morales Maqueda 1997) that was

developed at Université Catholique de Louvain

(Goosse and Fichefet 1999). The ocean model includes

a detailed formulation of boundary layer mixing based

on Mellor and Yamada’s (1982) level-2.5 turbulence

closure scheme (Goosse et al. 1999) and a parameter-

ization of density-driven down-slope flows (Campin

and Goosse 1999). The sea-ice model takes into ac-

count the heat capacity of the snow—ice system, the

storage of latent heat in brine pockets trapped inside

the ice, the effect of the sub-grid scale snow and ice

thickness distributions on sea-ice thermodynamics, the

formation of snow ice under excessive snow loading

and the existence of leads within the ice cover. Ice

dynamics are calculated by assuming that sea ice
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behaves as a two-dimensional viscous-plastic contin-

uum. The horizontal resolution of CLIO is 3� latitude

by 3� longitude, and there are 20 unequally spaced

vertical levels in the ocean.

The vegetation module VECODE, a dynamic global

vegetation model developed at the Potsdam Institut für

Klimafolgenforschung (PIK) (Brovkin et al. 2002), was

recently coupled to ECBilt-CLIO. VECODE simulates

dynamics of two main terrestrial plant functional types,

trees and grasses, as well as desert (bare soil),

in response to climate change. Within ECBilt-CLIO-

VECODE, simulated vegetation changes affect only

the land-surface albedo, and have no influence on other

processes, e.g. evapotranspiration or roughness length.

Compared to earlier versions, the present model

simulates a climate, i.e. closer to modern observations.

The most important improvements in the new version

are a new land surface scheme that takes into account

the heat capacity of the soil, and the use of isopycnal

diffusion as well as the Gent and McWilliams param-

eterization to represent the effect of meso-scale eddies

in the ocean (Gent and McWilliams 1990). The climate

sensitivity of ECBilt-CLIO is about 0.5�C/(W/m2),

which is at the lower end of the range [typically 0.5–1�/

(W/m2)] found in most coupled climate models (Cu-

basch et al. 2001). The only flux correction required in

ECBilt-CLIO is an artificial reduction of precipitation

over the Atlantic and Arctic Oceans, and a homoge-

neous distribution of the removed amount of fresh-

water over the Pacific Ocean (Goosse et al. 2001).

Version 3 of the ECBilt-CLIO model was recently

applied by Knutti et al. (2004) to study the impact of

freshwater discharges on the climate during the last

glacial stage, but also in experiments investigating

Holocene climate evolution (e.g. Renssen et al. 2005a, b)

and in studies covering the last millennium (e.g.

Goosse et al. 2005). Version 2 of the model was used

earlier for the simulation of the 8.2 ka BP event

(Renssen et al. 2001, 2002) and a variety of other

applications, i.e. to simulate aspects of the present-day

climate (Goosse et al. 2001, 2003), natural variability of

the modern climate (Goosse et al. 2002) and future

climate evolution (Goosse and Renssen 2001; Schaef-

fer et al. 2002). The improvements and updates in

model Version 3 lead to important differences with

model Version 2 that was used by Renssen et al. (2001,

2002) to study the 8.2 ka BP event. In contrast to

Version 2, when run with modern forcings, the new

version simulates deep convection in the Labrador Sea

in agreement with observational estimates, and also the

strength of overturning in the Greenland–Iceland–

Norwegian (GIN) seas is greatly reduced to more realistic

values of < 4 Sv (compared to ~17 Sv in Version 2).

Under pre-industrial climate conditions, the maximum of

the North Atlantic overturning circulation is in present

model version ~27 and ~13 Sv of NADW is exported

southward at 20�S and the meridional heat transport at

30�S is 0.33 PW.

More detailed information about ECBilt-CLIO-

VECODE and its climatology can be found on the

models website (http://www.knmi.nl/onderzk/CKO/

ecbilt.html). In particular, a description of the differ-

ences between ECBilt-CLIO Versions 2 and 3 is

also available on this website (http://www.knmi.nl/

onderzkCKO/differences.html).

3 Early Holocene reference climate

3.1 Experimental setup

To simulate the early Holocene climate state, we ad-

justed several boundary conditions to their 8.5 ka BP

values. Atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations

were adjusted to their 8.5 ka BP values inferred

from ice-cores analyses by Raynaud et al. (2000)

(i.e. CO2 = 261 ppbv, CH4 = 650 ppbv and N2O =

270 ppbv). Orbital parameters were adjusted to rep-

resent 8.5 ka BP insolation conditions (Berger and

Loutre 1991; Berger 1992), with higher insolation val-

ues in the northern hemisphere in boreal summer and

lower insolation values in boreal winter compared to

present-day values. We accounted for a remnant LIS

by lowering surface albedo and increasing elevation of

the concerned gridcells according to the Peltier (1994)

reconstruction (assuming a deglaciated Hudson Bay).

The model was run for 850 years with these

8.5 ka BP boundary conditions until it reached a

quasi-equilibrium in the deepest ocean layer

(dT/dt < 0.0002�C/100 years). The results from the

last 100 years of this experiment are used in this paper

to analyse the early Holocene quasi-equilibrium

climate state without baseline flow (EHequi).

In addition to this early Holocene quasi-equilibrium

state, we investigated the effect of the background LIS

melting by introducing a baseline flow (Bauer et al.

2004) into the Labrador Sea (ECBilt gridcell centred

around 53.5�N and 50.5�W), starting from EHequi.

Before the lake discharge this baseline flow is recon-

structed to have amounted to 0.15 Sv, increasing to

0.172 Sv after the discharge (Licciardi et al. 1999; Teller

et al. 2002). We used the latter value as the baseline

flow magnitude during the course of this experiment.

The model was run for 900 years in this configuration

until the temperature of the deepest ocean layer was

quasi-stable (dT/dt < 0.01�C/100 years). The results
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from the last 100 years of this experiment are used in

this paper to analyse the early Holocene quasi-equi-

librium climate state with a baseline flow (EHBLF). It

should be noted that experiments including a baseline

flow into the Labrador Sea are not considered equilib-

rium climate states, since we add water to the ocean,

which slowly reduces salinity. However, this is analo-

gous to the early Holocene situation of a melting rem-

nant ice-sheet. A consequence is, that in the EHBLF

experiments, the global mean ocean salinity is 0.1 psu

lower than in the EHequi experiments at the end of the

early Holocene equilibrium runs.

3.2 Impact of the baseline flow on the early

Holocene climate

In the EHequi experiments, deep convection occurs in

the Nordic Seas, the Irminger Sea and in the Labrador

Sea (Fig. 1a). In this state, the maximum North

Atlantic overturning is 24 Sv (Fig. 1b). This state is

very close to the one simulated by the model for pre-

industrial conditions, with only a weak decrease of the

intensity of the MOC for the early Holocene. The

introduction of the baseline flow in the early Holocene

climate causes the Labrador Sea convection depth to

greatly decrease by more than 500 m in February

(Fig. 1c, e) and subsequently LSW formation to almost

shutdown. This is consistent with proxy-data suggesting

no LSW formation during the early Holocene (Hil-

laire-Marcel et al. 2001). The near absence of LSW

formation as a result of the baseline flow causes a

reduction in maximum North Atlantic overturning of

more than 7 Sv and a shallower NADW cell (Fig. 1d, f).

Overturning in the GIN Seas is almost unaffected by

the baseline freshwater input in the Labrador Sea, and

decreases from 3.3 Sv in EHequi to 3.2 Sv in EHBLF.

In terms of NADW export, only 10.8 Sv crosses at 20�S

in EHBLF compared to 13.8 Sv in EHequi.

The reduced overturning in the North Atlantic leads

to a decrease in meridional heat transport, at 30�S a

decrease of 21% from 0.33 PW in EHequi to 0.26 PW

in EHBLF. Since deep convection almost ceased in the

Labrador Sea, the effect of this decreased heat flux is

mostly visible here, leading to ~2�C cooler conditions

(Fig. 2).

4 Freshwater perturbation experiments

4.1 Experimental setup

We perturbed both early Holocene climate states

(EHequi and EHBLF) by releasing freshwater pulses

into the Labrador Sea (ECBilt gridcell centred around

53.5�N and 50.5�W), varying in volume and duration. It

is assumed that the temperature of the discharged

freshwater is identical to the sea surface temperature at

the spot of discharge. Table 2 summarizes the different

performed experiments schematically. The ‘‘single

volume’’ of 1.63 · 1014 m3 is based on the estimate by

Leverington et al. (2002). The ‘‘double volume’’ cor-

responds to a total volume of 3.26 · 1014 m3 to take

into account that some ice could have been released

too because of the freshwater discharge. Note that

the ‘‘triple volume’’ scenario of 4.89 · 1014 m3 is an

amount that even exceeds the maximum set by

Törnqvist et al. (2004) and is not realistic for an

8.2 ka BP event simulation, but it is used here to assess

how close the Atlantic overturning is to a collapse or

shift to an intermediate stable state. It is also near the

value used by Renssen et al. (2001, 2002). Every

experiment (with same volume and duration of the

freshwater pulse) was performed five times (i.e. five

ensemble members), each with different initial condi-

tions, which were obtained by taking samples every

10 years from a continuation of the early Holocene

experiment. The ensemble members have been

labelled ‘‘a’’ to ‘‘e’’. After the freshwater perturbation,

the experiments were continued in the configuration of

before the pulse.

In the next paragraphs, we will first describe the

results of the freshwater perturbation experiments of

the EHequi climate state, then the freshwater pertur-

bations of the EHBLF climate state and finish with a

comparison between the experiments. We describe the

ensemble mean of the different experiments, implying

that the variability is averaged out and that the maxi-

mum magnitude of the different ensembles is mostly

larger than the mentioned ensemble mean values.

4.2 MOC response to freshwater perturbations

in EHequi

In all experiments, the maximum North Atlantic

overturning weakens sharply after the introduction of

the freshwater pulses (Fig. 3a–f). In contrast to earlier

studies however (Renssen et al. 2001, 2002; Bauer et al.

2004), the different ensemble members show similar

responses of the strength of the MOC, which suggests

that the forcing implied by the freshwater does not

push the MOC over a threshold that could cause a shift

to an intermediate stable state. This results in a more

predictable response of the strength of the MOC to

the freshwater perturbations, compared to Renssen

et al. (2001, 2002) and Bauer et al. (2004), where the

timing of recovery from the intermediate stable was
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unpredictable. Furthermore, the response of the

strength of the MOC in experiments in which an equal

volume of freshwater is released (i.e. Fig. 3a, b and d;

Fig. 3c and e) is comparable, regardless of the duration

of the pulse. The shape of the weakened state of the

strength of the MOC in the single volume scenarios

(EHequi1, EHequi2 and EHequi5) consists of an

immediate sharp reduction, followed by a fast accel-

eration back to near-normal values around the year

125, before gradually recovering to pre-perturbed val-

ues within 100 years. This weakening leads to an

average decrease in meridional heat transport at 30�S

of up to 0.1 PW (30%) that gradually recovers within

the same time span. In the double volume scenarios
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(EHequi2d and EHequi5d), MOC strength weakens

sharply again, followed by an acceleration back to

values around ~23 Sv, from which the MOC strength

gradually recovers back to pre-perturbed values within

~120 years after the freshwater perturbation. The

meridional heat transport at 30�S is reduced by up to

0.15 PW (47%), before gradually recovering to normal

values within the same time span as the strength of the

MOC. In the triple volume scenario (EHequi5t), the

weakening of the MOC strength behaves in a similar

way as in the double volume scenarios, but lasts

~150 years and the fast acceleration stops at values of

~17 Sv before gradually recovering from this point.

Meridional heat transport at 30�S is reduced by

0.18 PW (65%). In all scenarios, the reduction of the

MOC strength consists of a spike that lasts around

20 years, followed by a gradual recovery of which the

duration depends on the released volume and is

therefore most pronounced in the double and triple

scenarios. Surprisingly, the minimum value of the

North Atlantic overturning strength in the different

perturbation scenarios varies only moderately from

~17 Sv for the single pulse scenario to ~14 Sv for the

triple pulse scenario. The probable cause for this is that

in all scenarios, overturning strength decreases in the

Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea during this period, and

is relatively unaffected elsewhere. Therefore it appears

that the different scenarios have mainly an influence on

the duration of the weakening of the overturning, and

less on the magnitude.

4.3 MOC response to freshwater perturbations

in EHBLF

Also in the EHBLF freshwater perturbation experi-

ments, the maximum North Atlantic overturning

strength decreases after the introduction of the

freshwater pulses (Fig. 4a–f). Again, the response of

the MOC is similar for the ensemble members, al-

though in EHBLF2, EHBLF2d and EHBLF5t one

ensemble member is slightly offset (Fig. 4). Main

factor in the duration, magnitude and shape of the

response is again freshwater volume, while the dura-

tion of the freshwater pulse is only of minor impor-

tance. In the single volume scenarios (EHBLF1,

EHBLF2 and EHBLF5), MOC strength weakens

sharply to values of ~15 Sv, followed by an accelera-

tion back to values of ~18 Sv at around 25 years after

the introduction of the freshwater. From this point on

the MOC strength slows down again followed by a

gradual recovery until ~160 years after the introduc-

tion of the freshwater pulse, after which an indistinct

century-long recovery back to pre-perturbed values

occurs. The average meridional heat transport in the

ocean at 30�S reduces by 0.08 PW (30%) gradually

recovering to normal conditions within the same time

span as the MOC strength. For the double volume

scenarios (EHBLF2d and EHBLF5d), the weakened

MOC state lasts around 250 years coinciding with a

maximum average decrease in meridional heat trans-

port at 30�S of up to 0.13 PW (50%). The shape of

the MOC strength reduction is similar to the single

volume scenarios, except that the acceleration stops at

values of ~16 Sv and that there is only one gradual

recovery back to pre-perturbed values. The triple

volume scenario (EHBLF5t) produces a weakened

North Atlantic overturning state during ~330 years,

coinciding with a reduced meridional heat transport at

30�S of up to 0.17 PW (65%) that gradually recovers

back to normal values within the same time span. The

shape of the response of the MOC consists of a spike

that lasts around 25 years as in some of the experi-

ments by Bauer et al. (2004), but in our experiments

followed by a gradual recovery in all scenarios. The

lowest rate of maximum overturning only varies from

~15 Sv for the single pulse scenario to ~12 Sv for the

triple pulse scenario.
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Fig. 2 Map showing the mean annual sea surface temperature
anomaly (�C) of the EHBLF state compared to the EHequi state

Table 2 Schematic presentation of the different freshwater
perturbation experiments that were performed from the
control climates of EHequi and EHBLF

Volume
duration
(years)

Single
volume
1.63 · 1014 m3

Double
volume
3.26 · 1014 m3

Triple
volume
4.89 · 1014 m3

1 X
2 X X
5 X X X

All experiments consist of five ensemble members
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4.4 Comparison between MOC response

to freshwater perturbations in EHequi

and EHBLF

If we compare the results for the response of the

strength of the MOC, the most important difference is

the prolonged weakening for the experiments with a

baseline flow, while the difference in the minimum

value of the maximum North Atlantic overturning is

small. The similarity of these minima is related to the

Labrador Sea and Irminger Sea being the main areas

of deep-water formation that are affected during the

first period after the perturbation. The decrease in

meridional heat transport at 30�S is similar for the

EHequi and EHBLF scenarios, although EHBLF

starts from a lower initial value. In both experiments

(EHequi and EHBLF) the volume of the freshwater

pulse is much more important for the response of the

MOC strength than is the duration in which the

freshwater is released, at least for the relatively short

release durations (i.e. 1, 2 and 5 years) that are tested

here.

Fig. 3 Maximum North Atlantic overturning (Sv) (upper line,
dark shading, left axis) and meridional heat transport (PW) in the
oceans at 30�S (lower line, light shading, right axis) for the
different perturbation scenarios of an early Holocene climate
without a baseline flow. The freshwater pulse is introduced at
t = 100. The grey lines represent the five ensemble members of

the experiments and the black line is the ensemble mean. a One-
year pulse of 1.63 · 1014 m3 freshwater. b Two-year pulse of
1.63 · 1014 m3 freshwater. c Two-year pulse with 3.26 · 1014 m3

freshwater. d Five-year pulse of 1.63 · 1014 m3. e Five-year pulse
of 3.26 · 1014 m3. f Five-year pulse of 4.89 · 1014 m3
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The different ensemble members show a slightly

higher variability of the response of the MOC

strength in the EHBLF experiments, sometimes

resulting in a prolonged weakening of more than

100 years (EHBLF2d). However, there is no indica-

tion for an intermediate stable state of the MOC

as Bauer et al. (2004) and Renssen at al. (2001, 2002)

found in their experiments (for differences, see

Sect. 6).

5 Discussion: comparison between perturbed EHequi

and EHBLF

In this section we explore the response of the climate

system to the perturbations in the different experi-

ments in detail by comparing the results of the first

ensemble members of EHequi and EHBLF, both

perturbed with a 5-year freshwater pulse of double

volume. We will refer to these particular experiments

Fig. 4 Maximum North Atlantic overturning (Sv) (upper line,
dark shading, left axis) and meridional heat transport (PW) in the
oceans at 30�S (lower line, light shading, right axis) for the
different perturbation scenarios of an early Holocene climate
with a baseline flow. The freshwater pulse is introduced at
t = 100. The grey lines represent the five ensemble members of

the experiments and the black line is the ensemble mean. a One-
year pulse of 1.63 · 1014 m3 freshwater. b Two-year pulse of
1.63 · 1014 m3 freshwater. c Two-year pulse with 3.26 · 1014 m3

freshwater. d Five-year pulse of 1.63 · 1014 m3. e Five-year pulse
of 3.26 · 1014 m3. f Five-year pulse of 4.89 · 1014 m3
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as EHequi5d-a and EHBLF5d-a, respectively. Reason

for choosing ensemble members from these particular

5-year pulse scenarios is that for both the MOC

strength response is clear and century scale, enabling

us to analyse the processes involved with the MOC

strength weakening. However, since the response of

the different ensemble members to the freshwater

pulse is very comparable, the succession of events in

these particular experiments is also representative for

the other ensemble members.

5.1 Response of the ocean

Within two decades after the introduction of the

freshwater pulse, overturning in the GIN seas de-

creases sharply to a value of about two thirds of its

pre-perturbed value (Fig. 5a, b). In the EHequi5d-a

scenario, a gradual recovery starts immediately

20 years after the perturbation (Fig. 5a), while in the

EHBLF5d-a scenario the decreased overturning oscil-

lates around low values for ~30 years before recovering

gradually (Fig. 5b). The average value for the over-

turning in the GIN seas in the control climate is very

similar for the two scenarios. As already described in

the former section, the overturning in the North

Atlantic immediately decreases sharply after the

introduction of the freshwater pulse in EHequi5d-a

and EHBLF5d-a (Fig. 5c, d). The average value for the

maximum North Atlantic overturning in the control

climate is ~7 Sv lower in EHBLF5d-a, but the lowest

overturning value after the perturbation is only ~2 Sv

less than in EHBLF5d-a. After the abrupt weakening,

in both experiments the MOC strength intensifies

rapidly to values of ~4 Sv lower than the control value,

followed by a small weakening again before recovering

gradually.

From two time slices, indicated by the dark and light

grey shading in Fig. 5, we analysed the temperature

anomaly as deviating from the respective control cli-

mates (Fig. 6). Please bear in mind that the control

climate is different for the two experiments (Fig. 2).

For the first 20 years after the introduction of the
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Fig. 5 a Overturning in the GIN seas (Sv) for EHequi5d-a. b
Overturning in the GIN Seas (Sv) for EHBLF5d-a. c Maximum
North Atlantic Overturning (Sv) for EHequi5d-a. d Maximum
North Atlantic Overturning (Sv) for EHBLF5d-a. The shading
indicates the periods for which we plotted mean annual sea
surface temperature in Fig. 6. The overturning in the GIN Seas is

defined as the maximum of the meridional overturning stream-
function in the GIN Seas after averaging over 1 month (which
explains the difference from the values of GIN Sea overturning
in the annual mean maximum overturning streamfunction plots
in Fig. 1)
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freshwater pulse (dark shading in Fig. 5), clear differ-

ences exist between the two experiments. Both

experiments show a cooling belt from the north of

Scandinavia to Iceland that can be explained as a result

from reduced convection following the surface fresh-

ening (see Sect. 5.2). Surprisingly, in both scenarios, a

transient warm anomaly of more than 2�C is present

north of Iceland, coinciding with a northward retreat of

the ice cover there. This coincides with a shift in con-

vection in the GIN seas in the second decade after the

introduction of the freshwater towards a more south-

westerly position (not shown), and the subsequent

supply of heat to this site, through advection and from

the deep-sea to the surface. However, this shift almost

does not influence the overall GIN Sea overturning

strength (Fig. 5). Differences between the experiments

are a warm area south of Greenland in the EHBLF5d-

a experiment where in the EHequi5d-a experiment a

distinguished cooling is simulated. Again, an increase

in convection strength and associated ocean-to-atmo-

sphere heat flux is responsible for this warm anomaly,

which is so pronounced since convection was almost

absent in the control climate (Fig. 1c). Similarly, the

Labrador Sea shows a higher negative temperature

anomaly in the EHequi5d-a experiment. These differ-

ences show close agreement to the temperature

anomalies as observed between the EHequi and

EHBLF control climates (Fig. 2), and therefore can be

explained by the diminished deep-water formation in

the Labrador Sea and the Irminger Sea following the

freshwater pulse, which was already greatly diminished

in the EHBLF5d-a experiment as a response to the

constant adding of freshwater. Finally, a warming is

present off the east coast of America, which can be

explained by an intensification of the North Atlantic

subtropical gyre due to stronger winds during the

increasing of the meridional temperature gradient

occurring in the first 10 years after introduction of the

fresh water pulse. This may also explain the cooler

SSTs off Africa.

The SST anomaly for the two experiments during

years 20–80 after the introduction of the freshwater

pulse (light shading in Fig. 5) is similar, both in mag-

nitude and in spatial distribution (Fig. 6c, d). An

exception is the stronger cold anomaly at the southern

tip of Greenland in the EHequi5d-a experiment. In

both experiments, the main temperature decrease is

between Iceland and Greenland with a cooling up to

4�C, while the GIN Sea, Labrador Sea and the Atlantic

Ocean south of Greenland cool by around 1�C. The

extreme cooling in the Denmark Strait can be attrib-

uted to increased sea-ice cover here (not shown). The

other cooling sites appear to be less influenced by

increased sea-ice cover, and the cooling is caused by

reduced convection following the lowering of salinity

and subsequent decreased ocean-to-atmosphere heat-

flux at these sites.

These results support the idea that the introduction

of the baseline flow in the control climate mostly

influences the duration of the climate anomaly, and not

the magnitude. The difference in control climate, and

therefore the shutdown of LSW formation in the EH-

equi5d-a experiment relative to a control run with

LSW formation as opposed to the experiments without

baseline flow however, can explain most of the differ-

ences between the two experiments.

The 60-year mean SST anomalies of EHequi5d-a

and EHBLF5d-a in Fig. 6c, d shows a cooling around

the North Atlantic, which is consistent with the

spreading of proxy-evidence for the event (Alley et al.

2005; Rohling and Pälike 2005; Wiersma and Renssen

2006). The magnitude of the cooling is smaller than

previously modelled (Renssen et al. 2001, 2002; Bauer

et al. 2004) and reaches less far south in Western

Europe and North America where, averaged over this

time period, the cooling does not exceed –0.5�C.

Therefore, in the present study, the mean annual

temperature averaged over a 60-year period (i.e.

between 20 and 80 years after the freshwater pulse) in

the EHequi5d-a and EHBLF5d-a scenarios under-

estimates the cooling as reconstructed from proxy-

evidence in Western Europe (Wiersma and Renssen

2006). The simulated cooling of ~1�C in northern

Scandinavia is smaller than simulated by Renssen et al.

(2001, 2002) and is more consistent with reconstructed

Northern Scandinavia summer temperatures that show

a decrease by up to 1�C (Korhola et al. 2000, 2002;

Seppä and Birks 2001). Therefore, the present model

appears to perform better for this crucial region in

ocean circulation. Simulated temperatures in this re-

gion are mainly controlled by oceanic heat flux to the

convection site near Spitzbergen. In model Version 2,

the Nordic Seas had a much stronger overturning than

in Version 3, imposing a stronger positive feedback and

therefore a too strong cooling (Renssen et al. 2001,

2002) when overturning is strongly reduced because of

the freshwater perturbation (more details about this

point are provided in Sect. 6). In terms of cooling in

central Greenland, most experiments show a shorter

cooling than the duration of the weakening of the

MOC, with a larger variability between the different

ensemble members. The scenarios without a baseline

flow that are perturbed by a freshwater pulse of,

respectively, 1.63 · 1014, 3.26 · 1014 and 4.89 · 1014 m3,

have an average duration of the cooling in Greenland

of respectively 50, 70 and 110 years with corresponding
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maximum cooling of 4, 5 and 5�C. Similarly, the

scenarios with a baseline flow show an average dura-

tion of the cooling of 120, 190 and 260 years for these

respective scenarios with corresponding maximum

cooling of 4, 5 and 6�C. A recent study estimates the

duration of the cooling at ~160 years (Rasmussen

et al. 2006), with a magnitude of between 5.4 and

11.7�C (with best estimate of 7.4�C) (Leuenberger

et al. 1999) or 6 ± 2�C (Alley et al. 1997). Reasoning

backward, to simulate an event of ~160 years with a

magnitude that falls within these constraints, in our

model a freshwater pulse of between 1.63 · 1014 and

3.26 · 1014 m3 would have to be applied in the

EHBLF scenario.

5.2 Labrador Sea versus GIN Seas

A comparison of time-series of convection depth in the

Labrador Sea (Fig. 7, top figures) shows, as expected,

that convection depth for the control climate in EH-

equi5d-a is deeper than in the EHBLF5d-a scenario.

With the introduction of the freshwater pulse (at

t = 100), convection depth decreases dramatically fol-

lowing the decrease in sea surface salinity (Fig. 7a, c),

and recovers rapidly as the freshwater pulse stops.

Interestingly, after the freshwater pulse, convection

depth in the Labrador Sea in EHequi5d-a increases

markedly to values more than 200 m deeper than be-

fore the perturbation. The timing of the increase in

convection depth in the Labrador Sea coincides with

the fast removal of the salinity anomaly in the Labra-

dor Sea (Fig. 7a, b) and the fast acceleration of MOC

in EHequi5d-a and, although smaller in magnitude,

EHBLF5d-a (Fig. 5c, d).

The increase in convection depth is probably caused

by the interaction between temperature and salinity in

the density of the surface waters of the Labrador Sea.

With the introduction of the freshwater pulse, sea

surface density rapidly decreases in both scenarios

(Fig. 8a, b), until the decrease slows down for around a

decade as the scenarios come close to minimum values

of ~1,026.4 kg/m3 in EHequi5d-a and ~1,025.8 kg/m3 in

EHBLF5d-a. From this point on, the two scenarios

show a different path. In EHequi5d-a the density
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Fig. 6 Maps showing mean annual SST anomalies (�C) as
deviating from the control climate for a EHequi5d-a and b
EHBLF5d-a for the first 20 years after the introduction of the
freshwater pulse, and c EHequi5d-a and d EHBLF5d-a for the

years 20–80 after the introduction of the freshwater pulse. The
periods used are indicated in Fig. 5 as dark shading for the first
20 years, and light shading for the years 20–80
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rapidly increases as salinity increases, but the temper-

atures are lower than in the decreasing density trajec-

tory. At t = 120 the increase in density slows down and

SST becomes colder until t = 130. This period with

colder SSTs corresponds to the period with deeper

convection in Fig. 7a. From this point on, temperatures
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Fig. 7 Twenty-one-year running mean time series of February
convection depth (m) (grey shading), February sea surface
salinity (psu) and February sea surface temperature (�C) in the
predominant convection area in the Labrador Sea (between 60

and 50�W and 57 and 63�N, upper figures) and the GIN Sea
(between 5 and 15�E and 73 and 77�N, lower figures) for
EHequi5d-a (a, c) and EHBLF5d-a (b, d)
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and salinities slowly recover to the pre-perturbed val-

ues while going through one small additional loop. In

EHBLF5d-a, density rapidly increases after the mini-

mum density value is crossed, but with temperatures

that are higher than in the decreasing density trajec-

tory. After 20 years, the values are close to pre-per-

turbed values. From here on, a slow, drifting decrease

in temperature occurs for almost 90 years. From

t = 210, temperatures increase again, drifting slowly

towards pre-perturbed state values. In the EHBLF5d-a

scenario, the low surface density in the Labrador Sea

caused by the baseline flow prevents deep convection

to occur. In contrast, in EHequi5d-a a fast increase in

density by higher SSS accompanied by a relatively

small lowering of SST can cause a decadal scale in-

crease in convection of more than 200 m.

Convection depth in the GIN Sea near Spitzbergen

shows a different response to the freshwater pulse

(Fig. 7, lower figures). The fresh salinity anomaly is

strongly reduced as it arrives at the convection site.

Still convection depth rapidly decreases in both

experiments, following the SSS changes. The time

evolution in the GIN-Sea appears more irregular as a

result of a high-frequency variability caused by strong

interactions between sea-ice and convection: episodes

of increased sea-ice influx freshen the surface waters by

melting and reducing local evaporation, thereby

reducing surface density that overwhelms the opposite

effect of the cooling, and thus produces a reduction in

deep convection, as also simulated by Renssen et al.

(2005a). In the EHBLF5d-a experiment, this high-fre-

quency variability is larger (causing the more irregular

curve) as a result of the lower initial surface tempera-

tures facilitating sea-ice growth and therefore resulting

in more frequent sea-ice influx and melting. This is also

shown by Fig. 9 showing increased sea-ice transport

between Spitzbergen and Norway into the direction of

the convection site, especially during the perturbed

period in EHBLF5d-a. These more frequently occur-

ring episodes of sea-ice influx prevent fast recovery of

the salinity anomaly as they frustrate convection, and

therefore stretch the cold period.

The trend of gradual recovery of the density can be

attributed to the gradual increase of SSS in the North

Atlantic by changes in the surface freshwater balance

and transportation and diffusion of the relatively fresh

surface water away from this area, and the replacement

by advected higher salinity waters from lower latitudes.

Several factors may play a role in the slower recovery

of the MOC of the EHBLF experiments. In particular,

the removal of the surface low salinity waters from the

North Atlantic by convection and replacement by ad-

vected high-salinity waters (the standard advective salt

feedback). As the overturning is already slower, more

time is required to recover from the weakened state

because it cannot remove freshwater by convection as

fast as in the EHequi scenario, and transport more

saline water to these convection sites. The deeper
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convection in the Labrador Sea in response to the

freshwater pulse in the EHequi scenario may be

especially efficient in recovering salinity in the North

Atlantic, as relatively fresh water is removed with in-

creased LSW production, and more saline surface

waters are advected to the north. Since this convection

in the Labrador Sea is suppressed by the constant

baseline flow, MOC recovery takes longer in the

EHBLF scenario. This hypothesis is consistent with the

coincidence in EHequi5d-a of the increase in convec-

tion depth in the Labrador Sea, the fast removal of the

salinity anomaly there and the fast acceleration of the

MOC strength.

The lower temperatures in the control climate of

EHBLF and during the MOC slowdown in the GIN

Sea may also play a role. The lower temperatures

facilitate sea-ice growth and therefore cause an in-

creased chance of sea ice influx at these sites, which

prevents convection to occur by the freshening of

surface waters and therefore slows down the removal

of the salinity anomaly.

In summary, Labrador Sea convection and GIN Sea

convection show a different response to the freshwater

pulse: both show a decrease in convection depth, but in

the Labrador Sea this general decrease is interrupted

by a decadal scale increase in EHequi5d-a. In the

EHBLF5d-a experiment, the lower surface water

density in the Labrador Sea caused by the baseline flow

dampens this convection depth increase and in the

GIN Seas the slowdown is prolonged due to lower

temperatures and more sea-ice interactions. In the

Labrador Sea, such a delicate balance between SSS and

SST in controlling deep convection has already been

observed on longer time scales in proxy-data (Solignac

et al. 2004) and in a transient Holocene climate simu-

lation under greenhouse gas and astronomical forcing

(Renssen et al. 2005a).

6 Comparison with other model studies

Our study is comparable to previous modelling stud-

ies on the 8.2 ka BP event by Renssen et al. (2001,

2002) and Bauer et al. (2004). Renssen et al. (2001,

2002) experimented with a constant volume of

4.67 · 1014 m3 freshwater that was released with dif-

fering durations (10, 20, 50 and 500 years) into the

Labrador Sea. These experiments were performed

with the previous version of the ECBilt-CLIO climate

model that had no representation of LSW formation

and a less realistic GIN Seas overturning value. Fur-

thermore the released volume of 4.67 · 1014 m3 ex-

ceeds the highest estimate found in the literature

(Törnqvist et al. 2004). In these experiments, the

model’s MOC shifted to a new unstable state, making

the recovery unpredictable as it was governed by

high-frequency variability involving the atmosphere.

Still, the climate response to the freshwater pulse of

one of the 20 years pulse duration experiments

did show a good agreement with proxy-evidence

(Wiersma and Renssen 2006). In the experiments

performed in this study with the ECBilt-CLIO-

VECODE Version 3, we found no indication for such

an unstable state with the freshwater pulses that were

applied. Therefore, in the current experiments high-

frequency variability is of minor influence on the

duration of the event. In the Renssen et al. (2002)

paper, the existence of the unstable state is prolonged

by a strong positive feedback by enhanced sea-ice

export from the Barents Sea, representing a consid-

erable increase in freshwater transport to the site of

convection. In our model we do see enhanced export

from the Barents Sea to the site of convection, as

described in Sect. 5.2, but to a much lesser extent.

This weaker positive feedback in combination with a

smaller share of the GIN Sea overturning (17 Sv vs.

Fig. 9 Twenty-one-year running mean (black line) and annual
mean (grey line) of the sea-ice transport (Sv) between Spitzber-
gen and Norway, a for EHequi5d-a and b for EHBLF5d-a.

Negative values indicate a predominant transport in westward
direction (i.e. towards GIN seas convection site)
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3 Sv) in the total North Atlantic overturning may be

the reason that such an unstable state is not present in

the current experiments, which makes the MOC

recovery more predictable.

Bauer et al. (2004) released a volume of

1.6 · 1014 m3 freshwater into the North Atlantic

Ocean between 50 and 70�N in an early Holocene

climate. In their experiments with the CLIMBER-2

model, a freshwater baseline flow caused an increased

chance of a longer collapse of the MOC to freshwater

perturbations. Also in these experiments, the MOC

shifted into an unstable climate state, which made the

duration of the perturbed state unpredictable. Unfor-

tunately, the CLIMBER-2 model has a coarse spatial

resolution, and the ocean basin variables are computed

as zonal means for the oceans, making a study on the

respective roles of convection in the Labrador Sea and

GIN Seas impossible.

The current study suggests that the magnitude and

duration of the weakening in overturning circulation

is mainly a function of the volume of freshwater re-

leased, at least for the scenarios tested here. A sim-

ilar gradual recovery after a freshwater perturbation

was found by Manabe and Stouffer (1995) in an

attempt to simulate the Younger Dryas cooling. If

these findings are realistic, it means that from

knowing the exact volume of freshwater that was

released during the lake outburst, new information

on the sensitivity to perturbations of the early

Holocene climate state can be derived. This would

also provide a strong constraint on models and on

their representation of the response of the MOC to

freshwater release. Unfortunately, the uncertainty on

this volume is presently still large, implying that it is

possible to find a realistic scenario that reproduces

the observed event reasonably well for different

model sensitivities.

In our simulations, the presence of a baseline flow

from the melting LIS is of great influence on the

response of the MOC. This implies that the use of

the 8.2 ka BP event in the Paleoclimate-hosing

Model Intercomparison Project (PhMIP, Schlessinger

2005) to assess the performance of models is more

complex than introducing a short freshwater pulse,

and the influence of a baseline flow from the melting

LIS should be tested in the models. Furthermore our

results show that the Labrador Sea is an important

and sensitive player in the global ocean circulation.

Other investigators have already suggested that the

current freshening in combination with greenhouse

warming may well promote the collapse of the LSW

formation (Wood et al. 1999; Weaver and Hillaire-

Marcel 2004).

7 Summary and conclusions

In this paper we showed the results of freshwater

perturbation experiments focused on the early Holo-

cene (8.5 ka BP) climate. First we experimented with

the introduction of a realistic baseline flow from the

LIS and compared this with proxy data. In this way we

obtained two early Holocene reference climate states.

Next, to simulate the 8.2 ka BP event, we perturbed

these two early Holocene climate states with freshwa-

ter pulses varying in volume and duration into the

Labrador Sea based on recent estimates constrained by

geological evidence. We investigated the response of

the MOC and the response of the ocean. From these

experiments, we come to the following conclusions:

(1) The simulated early Holocene climate with a

baseline flow from the LIS results in ceased con-

vection in the Labrador Sea, and a cold anomaly

of ~2�C around the Labrador Sea gradually

decreasing to ~1�C in the Irminger Sea, compared

to a simulation without a baseline flow. These

results are consistent with proxy-data that record

absence of LSW formation in the early Holocene.

(2) In all experiments, the MOC intensity weakens

sharply, followed by a gradual recovery to pre-

perturbed values.

(3) In our experiments, the volume of the freshwater

pulse is the dominant factor in the response of the

MOC. Duration and timing of the freshwater

pulse have almost no effect on the response of the

MOC, at least for the relatively short release

durations (i.e. 1, 2 and 5 years) that are tested

here. This outcome suggests that future research

should focus on better estimates on the volume of

freshwater that was released. Sea level recon-

structions as performed by Törnqvist et al. (2004)

provide these estimates as they include the

amount of ice that was released together with the

freshwater.

(4) The experiments with a baseline flow into the

Labrador Sea show a slower recovery of the MOC

strength. Therefore, in an early Holocene climate

with a baseline flow, less freshwater is needed to

produce an event of similar duration than without

a baseline flow. This implies that model inter-

comparison studies covering the 8.2 ka BP event

should consider including a representation of a

baseline flow in their early Holocene climate

state.

(5) By introducing a volume of 1.63 · 1014 m3, the

estimated volume of the Laurentide lakes

(Leverington et al. 2002), the maximum simulated
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duration of the weakening of the MOC strength is

~160 years. In the experiments without a baseline

flow, this volume produces a weakening of only

~100 years. To produce an event in Greenland

with a duration of ~160 years and a magnitude,

i.e. within the constraints of proxy evidence, in

our model, a freshwater pulse of between

1.63 · 1014 and 3.26 · 1014 m3 would have to be

applied in the EHBLF control climate.

(6) In contrast with other modelling studies, no

indication is found for an intermediate stable

weakened state of the MOC in our model with

the freshwater volumes and release durations

used in these experiments.

(7) Convection in the Labrador Sea intensifies peri-

odically during the perturbed state of the MOC.

In the experiments with a baseline flow this is

dampened by the lower density of the surface

water, but still present. Since LSW is relatively

fresh, this intensification may play a role in the

faster recovery of the MOC in experiments

without a baseline flow.
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